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An active magnetic bearing (AMB) system is used to suspend the yaw gimbal of three-axis inertially stabilized platform (ISP) to
minimize the friction. ,e dynamic functions of three gimbals in ISP are developed. ,e base coupling at dynamic base plate is
stronger than that at static base plate, and the gimbal coupling among three gimbals increases with the number of unlocked
gimbals. ,erefore, a cross-feedback control scheme is designed to minimize the base coupling and the gimbal coupling, and then
the multi-input multioutput system of three-axis ISP with coupling terms is simplified into three decoupled single-input single-
output systems. Experimental results verify that the yaw gimbal suspended by AMB system has better vibration isolation ability
than the roll gimbal supported by mechanical bearing, and the gimbal coupling and the base coupling are effectively suppressed by
the cross-feedback control scheme.

1. Introduction

,e inertially stabilized platform (ISP) is widely used in the
remote sensing and imaging system on the airborne
platform [1–3] and the ship-based platform [4] to track the
line of sight. It could keep the stability of remote sensing
and imaging payloads by connecting with the flight carrier,
so the external vibration disturbances such as the random
vibration of flight carrier would be isolated. ,e remote
sensing and imaging payloads are commonly installed on
the yaw gimbal of three-axis ISP, and the stability of remote
sensing and imaging system is therefore directly affected by
the attitude stabilization precision of yaw gimbal [5, 6]. In
the normal three-axis ISP, the roll, pitch, and yaw gimbals
are supported by mechanical bearings and gears [7]. It is
possible that the friction of the mechanical bearing and gear
affects the attitude stabilization precision of supported
gimbals [8–11]. In addition, the disturbances could be
transferred from the pitch and roll gimbals to the yaw

gimbal such that the attitude stabilization precision of yaw
gimbal is reduced [12–14]. ,erefore, in order to suppress
the vibration acting on yaw gimbal, an active magnetic
bearing (AMB) [15–17] system was designed for sus-
pending the yaw gimbal in three-axis ISP. Since the AMB
system provides a contactless suspension to yaw gimbal, the
vibration disturbances from other gimbals could be ef-
fectively isolated, and the friction between levitated gimbal
and suspension elements would be minimized [18].
Moreover, the displacement of yaw gimbal is controllable
by regulating the winding current of AMB system based on
displacement feedback [19–23], and then the vibration
isolation could be realized with the active controllability of
an AMB system [24].

Although friction and vibration transmission of yaw
gimbal are suppressed by the AMB system, the couplings
among three gimbals in three-axis ISP still affect the attitude
stabilization precision of yaw gimbal. ,e coupling effect
among three gimbals and base plate was analyzed in [25],
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simulation results showed that attitude stabilization pre-
cisions of three gimbals were affected by the coupling effect
among three gimbals and the base plate when the error of
axial angular velocity increased from 0.05 rad/s to 0.3 rad/s.
A decoupling control method [26] was used in a differential
cable driving ISP to minimize the coupling effect among
three gimbals and the base plate, and the control precision
was improved by suppressing the coupling terms. Another
decoupling control method based on the feed-forward
compensation was used to control the ISP [27]; the peak
value of pitch gimbal’s rotational angle was reduced from
0.6° to 0.2°. In addition, the adaptive decoupling control
based on neural network was used to improve the control
performances of three gimbals in a three-axis ISP [28]; the
track error of azimuth gimbal was reduced by 80%. ,e
sliding mode control based on the extended state observer
in [29, 30] was used to suppress various types of distur-
bances in the ISP. Simulation result showed that the un-
known state and the lumped uncertainty of gimbal could be
accurately estimated, and the maximum deflection of yaw
gimbal was declined from 0.5332° to 0.0811°. In literature
[31], a compound control method based on model refer-
ence adaptive control and proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) control was proposed to improve the tracking pre-
cision and the robustness of ISP system. It could suppress
the nonlinear unbalance torque caused by the time-varying
mass, and the position precision of yaw gimbal was im-
proved by 50%.

Even though the abovementioned control methods such
as the disturbance observer [32], robust control [33], and
sliding mode control [34, 35] were useful to improve the
control precisions of ISP gimbals, the equations of motion of
three gimbals were simplified as a decoupled system by
neglecting coupling terms among three gimbals and the base
plate. Moreover, the coupling effect among three gimbals
and the base plate was not verified experimentally, and its
influences on the attitude stabilization precision of each
gimbal were not tested. More importantly, the coupling
effect was not studied in a three-axis ISP with an AMB
system integrating the control schemes of torque motors and
AMB system.

Above all, the original works of this article are focused on
three parts to further improve the attitude stabilization
precision of yaw gimbal, and the novelties of this article are
listed as follows:

(1) A novel structure of yaw gimbal with an AMB system
integrating the axial and radial motion is firstly
designed to minimize the friction and vibration
transmission, and dynamic functions of three gim-
bals with coupling terms are developed.

(2) ,e influences of coupling terms among three
gimbals and the base plate are firstly quantified in the
experiment, and the mathematic models of coupling
terms are originally developed. It proves that the base
coupling with dynamic base plate is greater than that
with static base plate, and the gimbal coupling
among three gimbals increases with the number of
unlocked gimbals.

(3) ,e cross-feedback control scheme is proposed to
improve the attitude stabilization precision of yaw
gimbal with dynamic disturbances.

Consequently, the AMB system is used as a novel sus-
pension system in three-axis ISP, and this structure broadens
the application scope of AMB system and improves attitude
stabilization precision of yaw gimbal.

,is article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
structure of three-axis ISP with an AMB system is intro-
duced, and equations of motion of three gimbals are de-
veloped, and then the coupling effects among three gimbals
and the base plate are analyzed. In Section 3, the cross-
feedback control scheme with angular displacements of
three gimbals is used to suppress the coupling effect acting
on the yaw gimbal, and the experiments are conducted to
verify the effectiveness of proposed cross-feedback control
scheme.

2. Three-Axis ISP with an AMB System

2.1. Structure of +ree-Axis ISP with an AMB System. ,e
mechanical structure of three-axis ISP with an AMB system
is illustrated in Figure 1. ,e three-axis ISP consists of three
rotational gimbals (yaw, pitch, and roll gimbals), an AMB
system, and a base plate. ,e yaw gimbal (the innermost
gimbal) supports the sensing and imaging payloads, and it
rotates about zy axis as illustrated in Figure 2(c). As shown
in Figure 1(b), the rotor part of AMB system is located on the
yaw gimbal while the stator part is mounted on the pitch
gimbal. ,e AMB system generates magnetic forces to
suspend the yaw gimbal at the radial and axial equilibrium
positions, and the position of yaw gimbal is controllable by
regulating the winding current of AMB system based on the
displacement feedback.,e pitch gimbal connects to the roll
gimbal by mechanical bearing, and it locates outside of yaw
gimbal. ,e torque motor of pitch gimbal controls its ro-
tation about xp axis in Figure 2(b). As the external gimbal,
the roll gimbal locates outside of pitch gimbal, and the
torque motor on roll gimbal controls its rotation about yr

axis as shown in Figure 2(a). ,e bracket is used to connect
the roll gimbal with the base plate, and the base plate
connects three-axis ISP with the swaying platform or flight
carriers.

2.2.Coordinate Systemof+ree-Axis ISPwithanAMBSystem.
,e coordinate systems of three gimbals in the ISP are il-
luminated in Figure 2. OXbYbZb is the coordinate system of
base plate. OXrYrZr is the coordinate system of roll gimbal.
OXpYpZp is the coordinate system of pitch gimbal, and
OXyyYyZy is the coordinate system of yaw gimbal. θry, θpx,
and θyz are rotational angles of three gimbals, respectively.
_θry, _θpx, and _θyz are relative angular rates of three gimbals,
respectively. ,ree torque motors on pitch, roll, and yaw
gimbals control the rotations of three-axis ISP about Xp, Yr,
and Zy axes, respectively. ,erefore, the rotations of three-
axis ISP about three pivot axes could be expressed in terms of
angular rates of three gimbals.
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,e angular rates of roll gimbal around three axes could
be derived and written as
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(1)

,e coordinate transformation matrix from the base
plate to the roll gimbal is

C
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,e angular rates of pitch gimbal around three axes
could be derived and written as
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(3)

,e coordinate transformation matrix from the roll
gimbal to the pitch gimbal is C

p
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Figure 1: (a) Configuration of the three-axis ISP. (b) ,e structure of AMB system.
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Figure 2: Coordinate systems of (a) roll gimbal, (b) pitch gimbal, and (c) yaw gimbal in ISP.
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,e angular rates of yaw gimbal around three axes could
be derived and written as
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(5)

,e coordinate transformation matrix from the pitch
gimbal to the yaw gimbal is

C
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Using the equations from (1) to (6), the angular rates of
three-axis ISP around three pivot axes can be written as
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(7)

2.3. Dynamics of +ree Gimbals in +ree-Axis ISP.
Assuming each gimbal of three-axis ISP is a symmetrical
rigid structure, according to the Newton–Euler rotational
equation, the torques of three gimbals are written as

T � J _ω + ω × Jω. (8)

For the roll gimbal, the torque about each axis is
Tr � [TrxTryTrz]T, and

Trx � Jrx _ωrx − Jry − Jrz ωryωrz,

Try � Jry _ωry − Jrx − Jrz( ωrxωrz,

Trz � Jrz _ωrz − Jrx − Jry ωrxωry,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where Jrx, Jry, and Jrz are moments of inertia about three
axes of the roll gimbal, respectively.

For the pitch gimbal, the torque acting on each axis
is Tp � [TpxTpyTpz]T, and

Tpx � Jpx _ωrx + €θpx  − Jry − Jrz  ωrz sin θpx + ωry cos θpx  ωrz cos θpx − ωry sin θpx ,

Tpy � Jpy _ωry + _θpxωrz cos θpx − ωrz + _θpxωry sin θpx  − Jrx − Jrz(  ωrz cos θpx − ωry sin θpx  ωrx + _θpx ,

Tpz � Jpz − _ωry sin θpx − _θpxωry cos θpx + ωrz cos θpx − _θpxωrz sin θpx ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

where Jpx, Jpy, and Jpz are moments of inertia about three
axes of the pitch gimbal, respectively.

For the yaw gimbal, the torque acting on each axis is
Ty � [TyxTyyTyz]T, and
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Tyx � Jyx
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where Jyx, Jyy, and Jyz are moments of inertia about three
axes of the yaw gimbal, respectively.

,erefore, the torques acting on three pivot axes of the
three-axis ISP could be expressed as
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,e torques about three pivot axes of three-axis ISP Tx,
Ty, and Tz are the synthesized torques about Xp axis of the

pitch gimbal, Yr axis of the roll gimbal, and Zy axis of the
yaw gimbal, respectively. Tx is the summation of Tpx (torque
acting on the pivot axis of the pitch gimbal) and (C

y
p)−1Tyz is

the component of Tyz about Xp axis. Similarly, Ty is the
summation of Try (torque acting on pivot axis of the roll
gimbal), (C
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and (C
p
r )−1Tpx is the component of Tpx about Yr axis.

Furthermore, substituting torques of three gimbals in
(9)–(11) into (12) and using the coordinate transformation
matrices in (2), (4), and (6), we can write
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Tz � Jyz
€θyz − Jyzθpx

€θry − Jyz
_θpx

_θry − Jyz
_θpxωby + Jyz

_θryωbx + Jyz _ωbz.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

,ere are cross-coupling terms including angular rates
of the base plate and two gimbals in (13). ,e coupling
torque between the base plate and the gimbal is defined as
the base coupling torque, and the coupling torque among
three gimbals is defined as the gimbal coupling torque.

For the pitch gimbal, the gimbal coupling torque be-
tween the pitch gimbal and other gimbals is

T
(r/y)
p � Jyz

_θyz
_θry − Jyz − Jyy + Jrz − Jry  _θ

2
ryθpx. (14)

,e base coupling torque between the pitch gimbal and
the base plate is

T
b
p � Jyz − Jyy + Jrz − Jry − Jyx − Jpx  _θryωbz

+ Jyz
_θyzωby + Jyx + Jpx  _ωbx

+ Jyz − Jyy + Jrz − Jry ωbyωbz.

(15)

For the roll gimbal, the gimbal coupling torque between
the roll gimbal and other gimbals is

T
(p/y)
r � −Jyzθpx

€θyz − Jyx
_θpx

_θyz

+ Jyz + Jpz − Jyx − Jpy  _θpx
_θryθpx.

(16)

,ebase coupling torque between the roll gimbal and the
base plate is

T
b
r � Jyx + Jpy − Jyz − Jpz  _θpx

_θryωbx

+ Jyx + Jpy − Jyz + Jpx  _θpxωbz

− Jyx
_θyzωbx + Jyx + Jpy + Jry  _ωby

− Jpz + Jrz − Jpx − Jrx ωbxωbz.

(17)

For the yaw gimbal, the gimbal coupling torque between
the yaw gimbal and other gimbals is

Shock and Vibration 5



T
(p/r)
y � −Jyzθpx

€θry − Jyz
_θpx

_θry. (18)

,e base coupling torque between the yaw gimbal and
the base plate is

T
b
y � −Jyz

_θpxωby + Jyz
_θryωbx + Jyz _ωbz. (19)

Using equations (14)–(19), equation (13) could be re-
written into

Tx � Jyx + Jpx €θpx + T
(r/y)
p + Tb

p,

Ty � Jyx + Jpy + Jry €θry + T
(p/y)
r + Tb

r,

Tz � Jyz
€θyz + T

(p/r)
y + Tb

y.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(20)

,erefore, the gimbal couplings among three gimbals
affect the attitude stabilization precisions of three gimbals,
and the gimbal coupling torque increases with the number of
coupling gimbals. Moreover, the base coupling torque also
affects the attitude stabilization precisions of three gimbals.

For the static base plate when the swaying platform and
other carriers do not generate disturbances and conduct
rapid attitude maneuver, there are

ωbx � ωby � ωbz � 0,

Tb
p � Tb

r � Tb
y � 0.

⎧⎨

⎩ (21)

Substituting (21) into (20), we can write

Tx � Jyx + Jpx €θpx + T
(r/y)
p ,

Ty � Jyx + Jpy + Jry €θry + T
(p/y)
r ,

Tz � Jyz
€θyz + T

(p/r)
y .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(22)

,erefore, the base coupling torque could be neglected
when the base plate works at static status because it does not
affect the attitude stabilization precisions of three gimbals.
Only when the base plate works at dynamic status, the base
coupling torque would affect the attitude stabilization
precisions of three gimbals.

2.4. Single Gimbal Torque Motor of +ree-Axis ISP. ,e
driving torques generated by the torque motor control the
rotation of gimbal. ,e control diagram of a gimbal motor is
presented in Figure 3 θ is the rotational angle of gimbal
motor. u is the control voltage of gimbal motor. L is the
armature inductance. R is the armature resistance. kt is the
torque coefficient. N is gear ratio. Tm is the driving torque,
and ke is the back-EMF coefficient. ,e driving moment of
gimbal motor is

Tm �
kt

Ls + R
u − ke

_θ . (23)

,e electromechanical models of three gimbal motors in
three-axis ISP could be written as

Tx �
ktp

Lps + Rp

up − kep
_θpx  � Jyx + Jpx €θpx + T

(r/y)
p + T

b
p,

Ty �
ktr

Lrs + Rr

ur − ker
_θry  � Jyx + Jpy + Jry €θry + T

(p/y)
r + T

b
r,

Tz �
kty

Lys + Ry

uy − key
_θyz  � Jyz

€θyz + T
(p/r)
y + T

b
y.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(24)

If coupling torques including the base coupling torque
and the gimbal coupling torque are effectively compensated,
(24) could be simplified as

ktp

Lps + Rp

up − kep
_θpx  � Jyx + Jpx €θpx,

ktr

Lrs + Rr

ur − ker
_θry  � Jyx + Jpy + Jry €θry,

kty

Lys + Ry

uy − key
_θyz  � Jyz

€θyz.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(25)

,erefore, the rotational controls around pivot axes of
the three-axis ISP could be dominated by the torque motors
mounted on three gimbals.

2.5. AMB System of +ree-Axis ISP

2.5.1. Axial AMB System. ,e axial AMB system consists of
eight AMBs at low end and four AMBs at high end of yaw
gimbal as shown in Figure 4. ,e four pairs of axial AMBs
(A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, and A4-B4) at lower and upper end
in Figure 4 control the translation of yaw gimbal in axial
direction, and then the yaw gimbal is stably suspended at the
axial equilibrium position. Based on [16], the suspension
force in axial direction could be written as

fz � kiziz − kdzdz, (26)

where kiz is the axial current stiffness and kdz is the axial
displacement stiffness.

,e relationships amongst the axial suspension force, the
axial displacement, and the axial control current are plotted
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively.,ese two figures show
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that the axial suspension force is proportional to both
control current and control displacement. ,e axial current
stiffness kiz is found to be 2000N/A, and the axial dis-
placement stiffness kdz is found to be −3000N/mm.

2.5.2. Radial AMB System. ,e radial AMB system has two
pairs of radial AMBs as shown in Figure 6. One pair of radial
AMBs (R2-R4) control the translation of yaw gimbal along X
axis, and another pair of radial AMBs (R1-R3) control the
translation of yaw gimbal along Y axis. Since the radial AMB
system is symmetrical, the current stiffness in X axis equals
that in Y axis, and the displacement stiffness in X axis equals
that in Y axis. ,e suspension forces along X and Y axes are
linearized and written as

fx � kixix − kdxdx,

fy � kiyiy − kdydy,

⎧⎨

⎩ (27)

where kix � kiy is the radial current stiffness and kdx � kdy is
the radial displacement stiffness.

,e radial suspension force is proportional to both
control current and radial displacement in Figures 7(a) and
7(b).,e radial current stiffness kix is 300N/A, and the radial
displacement stiffness kdx is −480N/mm.

2.5.3. Control of the AMB System in +ree-Axis ISP. ,e
force analysis of the yaw gimbal with an AMB system is
illustrated in Figure 8, the windings of radial and axial AMBs

u

–
(1/Ls + R) 1/(Jl + N2Jm)s 1/s

ke

kt

Tm
N θω 

Figure 3: Control diagram of torque motor on gimbal.

(a)

x

y

(b)

Figure 4: ,e axial AMB system. (a) Axial AMB at lower end. (b) Axial AMB at upper end and the single AMB.
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Figure 5: (a) Axial suspension force versus control displacement. (b) Axial suspension force versus control current.
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are mounted on the stator part of yaw gimbal, and then the
rotor part of yaw gimbal is suspended by the suspension
forces of AMB system. ,erefore, the equations of yaw
gimbal’s motion in radial and axial directions could be
expressed into

m€dx � fx+ − fx−,

m€dy � fy+ − fy−,

m€dz � fz.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(28)

Considering that the rotational speed of yaw gimbal
around the axial pivot axis is slow compared with the high-
speed rotational machine such as flywheel energy storage
system [36], the gyroscopic effect of the yaw gimbal is not
considered. ,e translational control models of yaw gimbal
in radial and axial directions are decoupled, and the
translational control of yaw gimbal along three axes is
similar, so the control loop of radial translation is chosen as
an example in Figure 9. ,e PD control model is applied
with the proportional coefficient kPx, the derivative coeffi-
cient kDx. ks is the sensitivity of eddy current displacement

Figure 6: Radial AMB system and its single AMB.
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Figure 7: (a) Radial suspension force versus radial displacement. (b) Radial suspension force versus control current.
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Figure 8: Force analysis of the yaw gimbal with an AMB system.
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sensor, and ka is the amplification coefficient. ,e transfer
function of translation motion could be expressed as

G(s) �
kixkakPx + kixkakDxs

ms2 + kixkakskDxs + kixkakskPx − kdx

. (29)

,e translational control loop of the yaw gimbal will be
stable if the control model satisfies the following conditions:

kDx ≥ 0

kixkakskPx − kdx ≥ 0
 (30)

,erefore, for the single closed loop of the AMB system,
the proportional coefficient could determine the stability of
the yaw gimbal with an AMB system, and the derivative
coefficient also affect the stability of the yaw gimbal with an
AMB system.

3. Experiment Verification

3.1. Control Diagram of+ree-Axis ISP with the AMB System.
As illustrated in Figure 10, the whole control diagram of
three-axis ISP consists of four parts including the control
module of torque motors, the compensation module of base
coupling, the compensation module of gimbal coupling, and
the cross-feedbackmodule. For the control module of torque
motors, the control voltage of torque motor is the control
input to drive three gimbals, and the attitude control of the
three-axis ISP could be realized.,e angular displacement of
each gimbal is the feedback signal to realize closed-loop
control about attitude of three-axis ISP, and then the attitude
stabilization precision of three gimbals would be kept at
balanced state. Moreover, the function of compensation
module of base coupling in the red dotted-line diagram of
Figure 10 is to compensate the base coupling torques Tb

p in
(15), Tb

r in (17), and Tb
y in (19). ,e angular rates of three

gimbals and the base plate are used as the feedback signal to
compute the compensation terms for minimizing the base
coupling torques. In addition, according to the compensa-
tion module of gimbal coupling in the blue dotted-line
diagram of Figure 10, the angular rates and angular dis-
placements of three gimbals are used as feedback signals to
calculate the compensation amounts for the coupling tor-
ques (T(r/y)

p in (14), T
(p/r)
y in (16), and T

(p/y)
r in (18)) among

three gimbals. So, the coupling torques among three gimbals
could be mitigated. Finally, based on those calculated
compensation terms for the base coupling torques and the

gimbal coupling torques, the cross-feedback module will
distribute the compensation terms into different control
channels of three-axis ISP. ,erefore, the attitude stabili-
zation precisions of three gimbals will be improved by using
the cross-feedback module for compensating base coupling
torques and gimbal coupling torques.

3.2. Experimental Setup. ,e whole experimental setup is
shown in Figure 11. ,e self-designed main control unit
(MCU) board of three gimbal motors and the AMB system is
embedded in three-axis ISP. It consists of a digital signal
processor (DSP) TMS320F28335 with 12-bit A/D converter
and a digital PWM amplifier at 20 kHz, and the sampling
frequency is chosen as 20 kHz. ,e control frequency of
whole system is 2 kHz, and data output frequency sets at
100Hz. ,e eddy current displacement sensors are used to
measure the dynamic displacements of yaw gimbal in axial
and radial directions. Moreover, the position and orienta-
tion system (POS) on the payload measures the attitude
information of three gimbals, and the payload is mounted on
the yaw gimbal. In addition, the three-axis ISP is fixed on a
swaying platform which can output relative disturbances on
the base plate. Other parameters of three-axis ISP with an
AMB system are listed in Table 1.

As illustrated in Figure 12, to experimentally analyze the
gimbal coupling and the base coupling, the whole experi-
ment includes three steps as follows.

In the first step, the suspension experiment is conducted
to test the suspension stabilization and the active control-
lability of yaw gimbal with an AMB system. With torque
motors of three gimbals switched off and the AMB system
switched on, the suspension forces of the AMB system are
checked if it could make yaw gimbal stably suspend at the
axial and radial equilibrium positions. ,e purpose of this
step is to validate the active controllability of yaw gimbal
with the AMB system, and to check if the yaw gimbal
suspended by the AMB system has better attitude stabili-
zation precision than the pitch gimbal and the roll gimbal
which are supported by mechanical bearings.

Furthermore, the base coupling effect is assessed with
different working statuses of three gimbals. In the first case,
pitch gimbal and yaw gimbal are locked, and roll gimbal is
unlocked. ,e torque motor of roll gimbal generates control
torque to keep roll gimbal stable. ,e angular displacements
of unlocked roll gimbal and locked pitch gimbal are
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Figure 9: Control diagram of the magnetic suspension system in radial directions.
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measured and compared. In the second case, only pitch
gimbal is locked, and unlocked roll gimbal and yaw gimbal
are controlled by torque motors. ,e angular displacements
of three gimbals are measured and compared. In the third
case, three gimbals are unlocked and driven by torque
motors, and then the angular displacements of three gimbals

are measured and compared. Based on the comparison of
angular displacements of three gimbals at different operating
statuses, it is found that the gimbal coupling effect increases
with the number of unlocked gimbals.

Finally, the cross-feedback control is used to compensate
the base coupling when the base plate works at static mode
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Figure 10: Control diagram of three-axis ISP.
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Figure 11: Experimental setup. (a) Experimental system. (b) Control scheme of three-axis ISP.
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and dynamic mode, respectively. In the first case, the base
plate mounted on the swaying platform is kept static. ,ree
gimbals are driven by torque motors to keep them at steady
state, and then the angular displacements of three gimbals
are measured. In the second case, the swaying platform
works at dynamic status. ,ree gimbals are driven by torque
motors to stabilize three gimbals, and the angular dis-
placements of three gimbals are measured. By comparing the
angular displacements of three gimbals in the two cases, the
experimental test proves the high effectiveness of cross-
feedback control for the base coupling effect.

3.3. Suspension Performance of Yaw Gimbal with an AMB
System. ,is suspension experiment is conducted to verify

the active controllability of yaw gimbal with an AMB system.
,e radial displacements of yaw gimbal are plotted in
Figure 13(a) when the AMB system is switched on, and then
the radial displacements of yaw gimbal equal zero. ,e
control currents of the radial AMB are plotted in
Figure 13(d), and they reach a stable amplitude 0.02A when
the yaw gimbal is stably suspended at the radial equilibrium
point. ,ey show that the radial AMB system can stably
suspend the yaw gimbal at the radial equilibrium point.
Figure 13(b) shows the axial displacements measured by the
axial displacement sensors (sensor Z1Z2, Z3, and Z4), and the
control currents of axial AMBs are shown in Figure 13(e)
when the yaw gimbal is stably suspended at the axial
equilibrium point. It indicates that the axial AMB system can
keep the yaw gimbal stably suspend at the axial equilibrium

Table 1: Parameters of three-axis ISP with the AMB system.

Symbol Quantify Value
kiz Axial current stiffness 2 · 103 N/A
kdz Axial displacement stiffness −3 · 106 N/m−

kdz Radial current stiffness 0.3 · 103 N/A
kdx Radial displacement stiffness −4.8 · 105 N/m
Jm Moment of inertia 3 · 10− 4 kgm2

ka Amplification coefficient 0.2A/V
kPx Proportion coefficient of radial AMB 28
kPz Proportion coefficient of axial AMB 26.7
ke Back-EMF coefficient 0.4V/(rad/s)
kt Torque constant 0.42 Nm/A
m Mass of yaw gimbal 23 kg
R Armature resistance 2.6Ω
N Gear ratio 6.7
ks Displacement sensitivity 0.3V/mm
kDx Derivative coefficient of radial AMB 0.7
kDz Derivative coefficient of axial AMB 0.6

Suspension experiment of yaw 
gimbal with an AMB system

Axial suspension of yaw 
gimbal with an AMB system

Radial suspension of yaw 
gimbal with an AMB system

Rotational suspension of yaw 
gimbal with an AMB system

Is the yaw gimbal 
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Base plate outputs 
disturbance 

Yes

No

Tuning 
parameters

First step:
suspension performance of yaw gimbal with 

an AMB system

Unlocked roll gimbal 
locked pitch gimbal 
locked yaw gimbal

Unlocked roll gimbal 
locked pitch gimbal 
unlocked yaw gimbal

Unlocked roll gimbal 
unlocked pitch gimbal 
unlocked yaw gimbal

Angle measurement

Base plate is 
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Figure 12: Experimental steps.
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point as well. Moreover, the angular displacements of yaw
gimbal around Xy and Yy axes are depicted in Figure 13(c),
the angular displacements are kept at the initial balanced
status when the AMB system is turned off, and the angular
displacements will be forced back to final balanced status by
the suspension forces of AMB system.,e root mean square
(RMS) of angular displacement around Xy axis is 0.0192°,
and that aroundYy axis is 0.0198°.,erefore, this suspension
experiment proves that the suspension forces of AMB
system can keep the yaw gimbal stably suspend at the
equilibrium positions, and it has the potential to isolate the
vibration from other connected gimbals.

3.4. Gimbal Coupling among+reeGimbals in+ree-Axis ISP.
,is experimental test is conducted to analyze the gimbal
coupling among three gimbals. ,e three-axis ISP is
mounted on a swaying platformwhich outputs a disturbance
expressed as r � sin(0.4πt). ,e first test is to gauge the

gimbal coupling of one unlocked gimbal, and then the
gimbal coupling of two unlocked gimbals is measured. In the
second test, the gimbal coupling of three unlocked gimbals is
evaluated. For the locked gimbal, the angular displacement is
not affected by the dynamic base plate. For unlocked gimbal,
it is driven by torque motor to keep it at the balanced status.
,e RMS of angular displacement represents the attitude
stabilization precision. A large RMS value refers to a low
attitude stabilization precision and vice versa.

3.4.1. Gimbal Coupling of Single Unlocked Gimbal. ,e roll
gimbal is driven by the torque motor to keep it at balanced
status. ,e pitch gimbal and the yaw gimbal are locked with
the AMB system switched off. When the harmonic vibration
is imposed on the base plate, the angular displacements of
three gimbals are measured and plotted in Figure 14. ,e
angular displacement of unlocked roll gimbal is shown by
the red line in Figure 14(b), and the RMS is found to be
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0.0693° because of the disturbance generated by the dynamic
base plate. As shown in Figures 14(c) and 14(d), the pitch
gimbal and yaw gimbal are kept at the balanced status when
they are locked, so the angular displacements of the pitch
gimbal and the yaw gimbal are zeros.

3.4.2. Gimbal Coupling of Two Unlocked Gimbals. When
only the pitch gimbal is locked, the roll gimbal and the yaw
gimbal work at unlocked mode, and they are driven by
gimbal motors. With the AMB system of yaw gimbal
switched on, the angular displacements of three gimbals are
measured and plotted in Figure 15. ,e angular displace-
ment of roll gimbal is plotted in Figure 15(b), and its RMS is
0.0739°. ,e blue line in Figure 15(d) is the angular dis-
placement of yaw gimbal, and its RMS is found to be 0.0694°.
,e RMS of pitch gimbal’s angular displacement is greater
than that of yaw gimbal. ,erefore, this experimental result
validates the prediction of better performance on distur-
bance isolation by using the yaw gimbal suspended by the
AMB system than the roll gimbal supported by mechanical
bearings.

3.4.3. Gimbal Coupling of +ree Unlocked Gimbals. In this
experiment, all three gimbals are unlocked and driven by
gimbal motors, and the AMB system of yaw gimbal is
switched on. ,e angular displacements of three gimbals are
plotted in Figure 16. ,e RMS of roll gimbal’s angular
displacement is 0.1349° in Figure 16(b). ,e RMS of pitch
gimbal’s angular displacement is found to be 0.0861° in
Figure 16(c), and the RMS of yaw gimbal’s angular dis-
placement is 0.0725° in Figure 16(d). Compared to the
angular displacement of roll gimbal in Figure 15(b), the RMS
of roll gimbal’s angular displacement increases from 0.0739°
to 0.1349° in this case. It indicates that the attitude

stabilization precision of roll gimbal decreases with the
number of unlocked gimbals, so the gimbal coupling effect
among three gimbals increases with the number of unlocked
gimbals.

3.4.4. Comparison of Gimbal Coupling. ,e comparison in
Table 2 shows that the yaw gimbal suspended by an AMB
system has better attitude stabilization precision than the roll
gimbal and the pitch gimbal supported by mechanical
bearings, so the yaw gimbal with an AMB system has better
performance on isolating vibration than the pitch gimbal
and the roll gimbal. Moreover, for the roll gimbal, the RMS
of angular displacement increases with the number of
unlocked gimbals, so the gimbal coupling effect among three
gimbals becomes more serious with increasing number of
unlocked gimbals. ,is experimental result matches with
analysis results from (13) and (20).

3.5. Cross-Feedback Control for Gimbal Coupling and Base
Coupling. ,is experiment is to validate that the cross-
feedback control could effectively suppress the gimbal
coupling and the base coupling. In the first test, there is only
the gimbal coupling when the base plate of three-axis ISP
works at static status; three unlocked gimbals are driven by
torque motors with and without the cross-feedback control
applied.,e angular displacements of the roll gimbal and the
yaw gimbal in the two cases are measured. In the second test,
the base plate of three-axis ISP works at dynamic status, so
the gimbal coupling and the base coupling both exist. ,ree
unlocked gimbals are driven by torque motors to keep them
at balanced status with and without cross-feedback control
applied.,e angular displacements of the roll gimbal and the
yaw gimbal in the two cases are measured and compared.
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Figure 14: Angular displacements of (a) base plate, (b) roll gimbal, (c) pitch gimba, and (d) yaw gimbal with single unlocked gimbal.
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3.5.1. Cross-Feedback Control of Gimbals with Static Base
Plate. ,e respective angular displacements of the yaw
gimbal and the roll gimbal with and without the cross-
feedback control are measured when the base plate of three-
axis ISP is kept static. ,e red line in Figure 17 is the angular
displacement of the roll gimbal, and the blue line is the
angular displacement of the yaw gimbal. When the cross-
feedback control is used, the RMS of roll gimbal’s angular
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Figure 15: Angular displacements of (a) base plate, (b) roll gimbal, (c) pitch gimbal, and (d) yaw gimbal with two unlocked gimbals.
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Figure 16: Angular displacements of (a) base plate, (b) roll gimbal, (c) pitch gimbal, and (d) yaw gimbal with three unlocked gimbals.

Table 2: Attitude stabilization precision with different numbers of
unlocked gimbals.

Number of unlocked
gimbals

RMS of angular displacement
Roll gimbal Pitch gimbal Yaw gimbal

Single gimbal 0.0603° 0 0
Double gimbals 0.0739° 0 0.0694°
Triple gimbals 0.1349° 0.0861° 0.0725°
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displacements decreases from 0.0229° to 0.0105° in Table 3,
and the RMS of yaw gimbal’s angular displacements de-
creases from 0.0129° to 0.0049°. ,erefore, the cross-feed-
back control is effective in mitigating the gimbal coupling
when the base plate works at static status.

3.5.2. Cross-Feedback Control of Gimbals with Dynamic Base
Plate. ,e angular displacements of the roll gimbal and the
yaw gimbal with the dynamic base plate are plotted in
Figure 18 when the cross-feedback control is applied to
suppress the coupling effect. ,e RMS of roll gimbal’s an-
gular displacements decreases from 0.2134° to 0.0526°, and

the RMS of yaw gimbal’s angular displacements decreases
from 0.0828° to 0.0459° in Table 4. ,erefore, the attitude
stabilization precisions of the roll gimbal and the yaw gimbal
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Figure 17: Angular displacements of roll and yaw gimbals with static base plate: (a) without cross-feedback and (b) with cross-feedback.

Table 3: Attitude stabilization precision of roll and yaw gimbal with static base plate.

Without cross-feedback With cross-feedback Reduction
RMS of roll gimbal 0.0229° 0.0105° 54
RMS of yaw gimbal 0.0129° 0.0049° 62
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Figure 18: Angular displacements of roll and yaw gimbals with dynamic base plate: (a) without cross-feedback and (b) with cross-feedback.

Table 4: Attitude stabilization precision of roll and yaw gimbal
with dynamic base plate.

Without cross-
feedback

With cross-
feedback Reduction (%)

RMS of roll
gimbal 0.2134° 0.0526° 75

RMS of yaw
gimbal 0.0828° 0.0459° 44
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are improved after using the cross-feedback, so it proves that
the cross-feedback control can suppress the base coupling
effect and the gimbal coupling effect when the base plate
works at dynamic status.

4. Conclusion

In this article, the complex dynamics of a three-axis ISP with
an AMB system are analyzed. By comparing the angular
displacements of the roll gimbal with those of the yaw
gimbal, the yaw gimbal suspended by an AMB system has
better performance on vibration isolation than the roll
gimbal supported by mechanical bearing. ,erefore, the
AMB system could be used in three-axis ISP to provide
better attitude stabilization precision to the suspended
gimbal, so this structure expands the application range of
AMB system.

In addition, the gimbal coupling is firstly proven by
comparing angular displacements of different unlocked
gimbals in the experiment. ,e gimbal coupling is inten-
sified with increasing number of unlocked gimbals when the
RMS of the roll gimbal’s angular displacement increases
from 0.0603° to 0.1349°. ,e base coupling effect with dy-
namic base plate is more serious than that with static base
plate.

Finally, a cross-feedback control scheme is designed to
mitigate the gimbal coupling and the base coupling. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that the cross-feedback
control scheme is useful to mitigate both the gimbal cou-
pling and the base coupling. For the static base plate, the
RMS of yaw gimbal’s angular displacements decreases from
0.0129° to 0.0049° with applying cross-feedback control. For
the dynamic base plate, the RMS of yaw gimbal’s angular
displacements decreases from 0.0828° to 0.0459°.
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